
 

 

Category: Arts, Culture or Sport Campaign 

Company: Fido PR 

Entry title: Creating a Splash for Victoria Baths 

 

 
Brief and objectives: 

Brief  

Opened in 1906 Victoria Baths (VB) is recognised as the UK’s most spectacular historic 

public baths.  In 1993 it was closed by Manchester City Council (MCC).  Through the efforts 

of the community a Friends group and Trust were established.  Since 2000 Victoria Baths 

Trust has managed the Baths on behalf of MCC. 

Fido has provided pro bono PR since 2003, first supporting VB in its BBC Restoration win.  

This boosted the long-term drive to fully restore VB, which in the meantime has opened as a 

heritage attraction, events and arts venue. 

In August VB will re-submit a Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) bid to support its plans to restore 

the Turkish Baths.  Alongside this match funding is required.  A hearts and minds PR 

campaign forms the backdrop to this crucial time period. 

Objectives 

 Raise awareness of VB as one of the nation’s most important heritage projects 

 Inform audiences that VB is an ongoing restoration project that needs support 

 Demonstrate the love and affection held for VB. 
 
 
 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

Following a planning review it was recommended the campaign should focus on the Swim 

for Heritage: 14 May. 

 Public swimming had not taken place in 24yrs. 

 This would be visually compelling for all media platforms. 

 A chance to demonstrate ongoing community support. 

 Highlights VB’s important role in social history - rekindling heyday memories. 

 Although the next stage of restoration focuses on the Turkish Baths, the ultimate aim 
is for all the building to be restored – the event captures a sense of what the future 
could hold! 

 No significant cultural clashes. 



Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

Strategy 

One of the nation’s best-loved restoration projects, the darling of TV production companies, 

a visual delight, a cultural gem; there have been some great moments in VB’s recent past 

history, but none of these has focused solely upon swimming. 

 

This event would be all about swimming, positioning this one off event as unmissable and 

the hottest ticket. 

We’d build upon the excitement and stimulate anticipation from the release of the tickets until 

the moment people jump into the water. 

We’d engage national and regional audiences with careful messaging. 

Tactics 

 Gill Wright (Project Development Manager) would be lead spokesperson alongside 
Jill Earnshaw (Chair, VB Trust) and Amy Lewis (Vice-Chair) 

 BBC Breakfast was a key target and we worked hard to secure this ahead of the 
event 

 Key national targets included The Guardian - important to stakeholders 

 We had to get the balance right, between being a public event and a media 
opportunity.  We approached this by working with the leading picture agencies  

o Would give the national reach desired. 
o We recognised this was a picture led-story and we wanted the best 

photographers to capture the images. 
o Would ensure a shelf life beyond the campaign for the images. 
o No photography budget 

 Press accreditation for access put in place 

 Recognising the support of regional media over many years we ensured additional 
content and opportunities 

 Gathered together archive images of VB in its heyday 

 Timed the release and flow of news stories / social media 

 Worked with VB team who led social media. 

 

Implementation of tactics: 

Tickets on sale 

News release issued and posted via social media. 

Achieved wave of regional coverage, standout Guardian piece and raft of broadcast interest, 

with tickets selling out instantly. 

First in for the Swim 

With interest riding high we issued a story about the opportunity to bid for the first exclusive 

swim.  iNews, Manchester Evening News (MEN), Mail, ITV covered. 

We invited journalists to see the water being turned on; MEN and BBC attended. 

Preview 



The Friday before the Swim media invited to film/photograph the filled pool and do interviews 

– continuing to develop anticipation. 

Swim for Heritage 

Accredited media given the chance to film/interview swimmers.   

Helen Pidd (Guardian) interviewed as she swam. 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
Media 

Compiled without cuttings service - download 

Friday 12 May the public awoke to: 

R4 Today Programme: interview 

BBC Breakfast: live broadcasts throughout  

BBC Radio 2: headline news 

BBC Radio Manchester: bulletin  

BBC 5 Live: interview 

 

Followed by further highlights: 

BBC North West Tonight: preview news piece 

Granada Reports: preview piece of the pool filling with water. 

Daily Mail: bid story 

BBC Newsnight 

Heart FM: interview 

 

Saturday 13 May, day before Swim: 

Saturday Times: 1/2page picture story on p4/online  

Financial Times: 1/2page story/online 

iNews: bid story 

 

Sunday 14 May, attending Swim: 



Reuters 

Press Association 

Getty Images 

The Guardian  

Manchester Evening News  

BBC  

Sky News: live news  

Telegraph 

 

Coverage appeared that day in: Sunday Telegraph and Sunday Times. 

 

From Monday 15 May reporting on the Swim, included the following: 

Double page spread: Guardian 

Article on VB’s history: iNews 

Picture story: The Week. 

Regional coverage across the UK using PA pictures. 

Selected as picture of the day across the country and beyond; Wall St Journal to CNN. 

 

Totals     

32 national print & online 

10 national broadcast 

53 regional print & online 

14 international print & online 

Potential reach (where known): 191,179,752 

 

Online 

Google Trends peak of 100 (12 May), almost double previous peaks in the last 5yrs. 

 



Social media 

Twitter 

VB trended at no.6 on Friday 12 May. “1,577,884 people could have seen VB since its 1st 

mention until it became a trending topic.”   “292 users and 316 tweets in 1 week made VB a 

trending topic” (Treninalia) 

720 additional Twitter followers. 

Top tweet: 14,759 impressions, 11 retweets and 12 likes. 

April/May: 152,069 impressions, 510 retweets, 799 likes and 1,005 link clicks. 

Tweets from 15 influencers (e.g. Historic England, Victorian Society, British Council, Lucy 

Powell MP) and even international filmstars (Sam Neil). Reach: 157,262 

Media very active: 37 high impact tweets.  Reach: 17,445,054. 

 

Facebook 

1,946 additional Facebook followers. 

Top post gained 379,761 reach and 13,640 reactions, comments and shares. 

April/May: 669,308 reach. 

12 high impact media posts. Reach: 11,659,662. 

 

Fundraising 

Though not a direct objective, the impact was felt. 

The Trust deliberately launched a key fundraising appeal the week before the Swim, so that 

potential supporters received details when the coverage was at its peak.  The Trust has 

raised £43,750 from this appeal to date; much more than any previous appeal. 

VB is now in a very positive position as it prepares to submit to HLF. 

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 
“The Swim event was a huge success truly exceeding the objectives that we set, and that 
was in large part due to Fido. To have coverage on national TV, radio, and many other 
media outlets brought us the most amazing profile, engagement and response. I regard Fido 
as a crucial part of our vision to restore Victoria Baths.” 
Jill Earnshaw, Chair VB Trust. 


